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1.Parts of Speech

1a Noun

A noun is a word used to name a person, place, thing, or quality.

Kennedy, Paris, desk, truth

1b Pronoun

A pronoun is a word used in place of a noun.

I, we ,who, these, each, himself

1c Verb1c Verb

A verb is a word or group of words, that expresses being of the subject. The verb, 

together with any words that complete or modify its meaning, forms the predicate of 

the sentence.

Am, has, washed, ran will,be seen
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1d Adjective

An adjective is a word that describes or limits (modiffies) the meaning of a noun or 

pronoun.

Higher morale, adjusted net income, rollong stone

1e Adverb

An adverb is a word that modifies a verb, an adjective, or another adverb. It answers the 

questions where, how much,when.

Write legibly, long enough, very high production, do it soon, go there

1f Preposition

A preposition is a word used to relate a noun or pronoun to some other word in the 

sentence.

At, in, by, from, toward

1g Conjunction

A conjunction is a  word used to join words, phrases, or clauses.

And, but, nor, since, although, when

1h Interjection

An interjection expresses strong feeling

Ah ! Nonsense! Shh!, Brafo!
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2. Phrases and Clauses

Phrases and clauses are groups of words which stand for a noun, 
adjective, or adverb.

2a Clause

A clause is a group of related words containing a subject and 
predicate.

� An independent (or main ) clause makes a complete stsement 
and is not introduced by any subordinating word. When it 
stands alone, it is a simple sentence.

We shall print the report by the end ofthe month.We shall print the report by the end ofthe month.

� A dependent (or subordinate) clause cannot stand alone as a 
complete sentence; it depends upon some word in the 
independent clause to complete its meaning. Dependent 
clauses are classified as :
� Adjectice :This is the man who wrote to us for information

I have the report he is looking for. (“That” understood)

� Adverb: As soon as you have finished  the letter, bring it to my office.

� Noun : Whoever conducts the meeting will be able to answer your 
questions.

Can you tell me what the meeting will be about?
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2b Phrase

A phrase is a group of related words without a subject and 
peredicate. A phrase is used as a noun, adjective, or adverb. 
Phrases are classified as :

� Prepositional: 

Put the finished letter on my desk. (also adverbial phrase)

The blonde in the red bathing suit is my sister. (also adjective 
phrase)

� Participial : 

The man giving the speech works in my office. (also adjective The man giving the speech works in my office. (also adjective 
phrase)

� Gerund: 

writing this report has been a long and difficult task (also 
noun phrase)

� Infinitive : 

our purpose is to make the report as useful as possible (also 
noun phrase)

The teacher assigned work to be done quickly (also adjective 
clause)

She ran to catch the plane (also adverbial phrase)
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2c  Sentence, Clause, Phrase differentiated

There are three ways to express a thought : sentence or clause or phrase.

Does it Have Does It have

Complete hought A subject and 
Verb

Yes Yes

SENTENCE Example: Carol went to the movies.

Complete thought

Subject : Carol

Verb: went

No Yes

CLAUSE Example: After the wedding party was held.CLAUSE Example: After the wedding party was held.

Incomplete thought

Subject: wedding-party

Verb: was  held

No
No

PHRASE Example: Inside the dark and mysterious house.

Incomplete thought

No subject

No verb
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3 SENTENCE CLASSIFICATION

To construct sentences which will effectively convey our meaning, we must be able to recognize sentence 
classification and to know what kind of sentence communicates best. There are four types of sentences:

� 3a   Simple sentence

A simple sentence contains only one clause (an independent clause). This does not mean, however, that it 
must be short. It may include many phrases, a compound subject or predicate, and number of modifiers.

Example : The prisoner escaped

You should set forth your proposal in writing and enclose the latest balance sheets of the 
corporation.

� 3b Compound Sentence

A compound sentence has two or more independent clauses. Each of these clauses could be written as a 
simple sentence. There are no dependent clauses in a compound sentence.

Example : You may discuss this problem with our representative in the baltimore office, or you may mail 
your return to this office.

� 3c  Complex Sentence

A complex sentence contains one independent clause and one or more dependent clauses.

Example : When we were reviewing the evaluation reports for February and March , 
We noted a number of inconsistencies.

� 3d Compound Complex sentence

A compound-complex sentence contains at least two independent clauses and one or more  

Dependent clauses.

Example : Since that letter appears to answer your needs, we are enclosing a copy; we hope 

It will answer all your questions fully.
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